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Importance?
• Flow and transport in many or, perhaps,
most rocks is fracture controlled.
• Black’s law
• Scaling, if possible, could allow us to
predict key hydraulic properties at larger
spatial and temporal scales than we can
measure readily.

BLACK’S LAW
When dealing with fractured systems,
we find that contaminants appear at
places we don’t expect and they appear
faster than we had predicted.
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FRACTURE
CHARACTERIZATION
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Orientation (strike and dip, if planar)
Spacing or density [L-1]
Aperture
Roughness (asperities)
Channeling
Connectivity
Skin properties

Flow and transport in fractures
• Laboratory tests of flow
• Catscans (X-ray computed tomography) of
roughness
• Evaluation of aperture and roughness statistics
and scaling
• Evaluation of channeling
Samples tested to date include granites,
sandstones, tuffs, and carbonates.
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CALCULATING APERTURE FROM CT GENERATED IMAGES

Photo of scanning facility courtesy of the UTCT

From Ketcham & Carlson, 2001

FLOW IN A SINGLE FRACTURE
•
•
•
•

Cubic law
Modified cubic law (e.g., Lomize)
Channelized model of flow
Stress dependent models

LOMIZE’S MODIFIED CUBIC LAW
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APERTURE?
•
•
•
•
•

Arithmetic mean
Geometric mean
Harmonic mean
Hydraulic
Transport
Berkowitz, Ge, Mourzenko ?

There are many methods used to
calculate surface roughness
Asperities

Absolute Roughness
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Aperture Roughness Measures
Relative Roughness
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The image part with relationship ID rId8 was not found in the file.
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Empirical Relations:
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From CT scans: Rcla = 0.546mm
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We need to reexamine roughness in flow in fractures!

MEASURING FLOW RATES

Searching for Transitional Flow
Plotting discharge
versus hydraulic
gradient, we expect a
“rounding over”
effect as inertial
forces begin to
dominate. In this set
of tests, the flattening
has yet to appear at
even relatively high
gradients.
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FRACTURE APERTURE

Modeling and Flow Laws
• Local cubic law
• Smooth walls
• Parallel plates
• No slip
• No turbulence

What does a fracture look like?
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Cardenas et al, 2008
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What does a fracture look like?

Particle Tracks for CC02-2

The fracture aperture
determined by CT were
compiled along 8 sets of 9
parallel scanlines to examine
statistical properties of the
fracture surfaces and
apertures.

Granite apertures
• The aperture distributions
are neither normal or
lognormal.
• There appear to be two
populations of apertures.
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Sandstone aperture
• The aperture distributions
are neither normal or
lognormal.
• There appears to be some
censoring and truncation
effects and a kink. Are there
two distributions?
• A binning artifact is
seen in the log aperture data .

Sandstone fracture
roughness
• Roughness distributions are
close to normal.
• There appears to be some
censoring and truncation
effects and a kink .
• The statistics of the fracture
surfaces are different than
those of the aperture.

Sandstone data

Each profile ensemble consisted of 2304 data points. The mean
aperture was set at 1.0 mm by screw adjustment. Are the data
stationary?

Granite data
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Granite aperture PSD
Sandstone aperture PSD

The statistics are not
stationary in terms of
either mean or variance
even on these small scales.
Stationarity is implicitly
assumed in models of
upscaling of hydraulic
properties.

• Let’s increase the sample size and
scanning intensity

Simple statistics - granite sample
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Simple Statistics –Santana Tuff
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Which aperture?

Santana Tuff

Conclusions
• The widely-held assumption that the cubic law is a
fair approximation for laminar flow through rough
rock fractures.
• Channeling of flow occurs even at small scales.
• Roughness is important and empirical equations for
handling roughness do not appear adequate.
– The empirical correction factors of Lomize and Louis
presume near-total mismatch between the surfaces and a
relative roughness < 1.
– Real rock fractures commonly have a relative roughness
> 1. In fact, the asperities can be greater than the
aperture.
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Conclusions
• Aperture distributions may not match surface roughness
distributions
• Aperture means and variances are not stationary at
small scales in granite and sandstone samples with very
complete data sets (2304 points).
• At a scale of 4-9 cm2, an 0.25 mm point spacing,
roughness stationarity was approached.
• The 2-D geometric mean is the best estimate of the
hydraulic aperture.*

Conclusions
• Upscaling of fracture hydraulic aperture is still an open
question.
• Single point or single scanline measurements of
aperture should be treated with caution in predicting
fluid flow and transport within fractures.
• Upscaling of transport properties is probably not yet
possible.
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Future and ongoing work
(assistance needed!)
• Conduct quantitative analyses of skin properties in
crystalline rocks and compare data to:
Rock type
Climate

• Consider the effects of:
Channeling
Fracture roughness
Density-driven flow

• Tracer tests in fractures with materials of differing
sorptivity.
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